During October 2017 the Ukrainian Month of School Libraries took place in Slavutych school №4. The motto of the event was: “Our school library encourages Healthy Lifestyle!”

Form-masters conducted educatory lessons, round-tables, various discussions as for supporting a healthy lifestyle, prevention of drug addiction, alcohol addiction and smoking.

Pupils and form-masters organized flash mobs under the motto “Healthy lifestyle is fashionable, useful and prestigious!” within the every Happy Friday.

The following interesting events such as educationary-entertaining quest “Moving is life!” for the 5 and 6 formers took place at the school library. The quiz “What I know about a healthy lifestyle”, which aim was to bring up the positive attitude towards the healthy way of life. Pupils enjoyed the task to build up a mosaic about health and complete the proverbs.

Besides, the 2 formers got acquainted with the library rules, promised to follow them, met the Queen of Books and her Assistant Fairy, who showed them the entrance to the Kingdom of the Books.

The pupils from 4 to the 7th forms were involved into the picture exhibition “Health today and forever”. The 9-11 formers made up leaflets “Being healthy is trendy”.

Nowadays, our library is an active participant of encouragement pupils in healthy way of thinking and living, improving their social competence.